Empowering India's Social Enterprises

Action For India (AFI) has been at the forefront of empowering early-stage for-profit social enterprises across India since 2012. With chapters in Silicon Valley and the UK, AFI has partnered with more than 100 social entrepreneurs. Their impact-driven solutions addressing challenges in livelihoods, disaster management, women’s empowerment, and climate change are making a positive difference in the lives of millions of Indians.

Recognition & Media Coverage

- Spotlight in American Bazaar: AFI’s approach covered in a leading Indian–American publication.
- Achievement of an AFI startup: Akshita Sachdeva awarded the prestigious Global TiE Women Entrepreneurship Award
- MR Rangaswami, Indiaspora’s Founder, highlights AFI’s role in social entrepreneurship and in Silicon Valley, while recommending an article by Sanjay Kadaveru, Founder and chairman, AFI.

Appeal for Support

Learn more about AFI’s mission, its steadfast supporters, and ways you can help.

A video featuring Shashank Kumar, Founder of DeHaat, providing insight into how AFI supported him in his entrepreneurial journey.

In this video, Akshita Sachdeva, Co-founder of Trestle Labs, reflects on her AFI journey, recounting the support she received from the organization.

2023 Year End Update

Support Our Work

www.actionforindia.org